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, Inspection Summarye

' Inspection from De_ce_mber- 15, 1990, . January 31, 1991,..

LTheportNo.50-461/90028]DRP))
. . .. _

r

. Areas Inspected: Routine, unannounced safety'. inspection by-the resident
_ inspectors and region _ based inspectors ~of licenseeLaction on previous inspection

e, ' findings;) operational- safety; control 1of overtime; . engineered _ safety features :
walkdown; refueling; event follow-up; maintenance / surveillance; security; check.
va' ave' monitoring; installation and-testing.of modifications; pipe support ,

Eproblems;;1icensee event reports; quality assurance program implementation. i
'

?Results:.'Of the 13. areas inspected, no. violations or deviations-were
_

- TfenfTTied i_n,12 areas; one violation was = identified in the-remaining area:
f(failure to_' perform a: safety evaluation for a: change ~.to the facility -
paragraph 2.j);.however,.in accordance with 10 CFRs2, Appendix C, Section V.A,>

a Notice of Violation was not issued. 10ne unresolved item was identified
relating to the sizing.of shim material for Raychem splices - paragraph 4.d.

t
~

The following is -a- sumary of the licensee's performance during this 1
'

-1.nspection period:-
|
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plant Operat_ ions i
,

Control of overtime for plant staff was excellent with no-

instances of the guidelines of Generic letter 82-12 being exceeded
for the-last three years.

llelkdowns of two engineered safety feature systems did not-

identify any components in an incorrect configuration.

Operator response to the January 4,1991, flooding event was very-

good in stabilizing the situation and assessing its possible impact
on the plant and possible entry into the station emergency plan.

<

Performance during the initial attempts at installation of the-

reactor vessel steam dryer were not consistent with the performance
observed in earlier refueling activities. Preplanning, management
oversight, and control of the activity were not good. No damage
was done to any reactor. components and the subsequent attempt to
install the steam dryer went as well as earlier refueling activities.

Maintenan_ce/ Surveillance

Many- problems were encountered with getting tilting disk check-

valves to pass leakage tests; however, maintenance did a very good
job in reworking the valves and improving their performance.

A reactor scram occurred when the battery in a transmitter simulator-

ran down during a surveillance test. No control rod motion
occurred. Changes in the use of battery powered simulators were
being evaluated by the licensee.

An investigation of an allegation made on installation of Raychem-

-sleeving on environmentally qualified splices did not identify any
safety- concerns; however, some issues identified by-the inspectors
had-not been resolved by the end of the inspection report, and
resolution of these-issues will be tracked as an unresolved item
(UNR461/90028-02(DRS)).

Security

Security personnel correctly identified and responded well to ar-- <

event discovered during routine security ingress screecing wnere an
individual unintentionally attempted to introduce a loaded );eapon
into the protected area.

E_ngi_neering and Technical Support
_

The check valve monitoring program was reviewed and no concerns-

were identified, though it was noted that the program is still
relatively new.

.
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-- An inspection of the installation and testing of modifications
installed in--the current refueling outage was completed with no-

concerns identified.

Field inspections by engineering personnel identified-problems-

with pipe supports in portions of the feedwater and residual heat
removal systems. Analysis and evaluation of the root causes and-
safety significance of these problems required significant
engineering department resources.and management attention.
Engineering department management appeared to be effectively
resolving-the-issues and .were very effective in ensuring that
senior licensee management were kept appraised of the problems aid
their resolution.

Safety Assessment and Quality Verification

-A review of.the licensee's quality assurance program--

__ implementation showed improvement over'the course of 1990, but !

progress on certain -issues, such as instances of a lack of a
-questioning attitude,-needing to be continued..

:The-quality. of the audits and surveillances performed by the: --

quality assurance department has continued to improve over the
course of 1990. -Additionally, the audits have raised significant
issites. Review of-responses to audit findings by other
departments has grown more critical.
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D_ETAILS

1. _ Persons C_o_ntacted

I_llinois Power Company (IP)

0 *J. Perry, Vice President
0 *J. Cook, Manager - Clinton Power Station
0 *R. Wyatt, Manager - Quality Assi!rance
0 *J. Miller, Manager - Nuclear Station Engineering Department (NSED)
0 *R. Morgenstern, Manager - Scheduling and Outage Management
0 *D. Gill, Manager - Nuclear Training
0 F. Spangenberg, Manager - Licensing and Safety (LS)
0 J. Palchak, Manager - Nuclear Planning and Support
0_ *P. Yocum, Director - Plant Operations
0 *S. Rasor, Director - Plant Maintenance
0 D. Miller, Director - Plant Radiation Protection
0 *R. Phares, Director - Licensing
0#*J. Sipek, Supervisor, Regulatory Interf ace

*G. Baker, Director, Plant Security Systems
*S. Harrison, Staff Engineer /LS

0 *K. Moore, Director, Plant Technical
0 *L. Everman, Program Assessor
0 *J. Bednarz, Principal Assistant to Vice President
0#*C. Elsasser, Director - Outage Management

*W. Borsquet, Supervisor, Quality Engineering
*J. Bradburne, Supervisor, Radiological Engineering
B. Barrett, Supervisor, Quality Control
R. Frantz, Senior Quality Assurance Specialist
K. Graf, Director - Quality Assurance
R. Weber, Supervisor, Quality Verification

0 G. Nelsh, Assistant Manager - Engineering
~

0 J. Pruitt, Director - Progrars and Support, NSED
0 R. Langley, Director - Design and Analysis, NSED
0 D. Korneman, Director - Systems and Reliability, NSED
0 R. Kerestes, Director - Projects, NSED
0 J. Puzauskas, Asistant Director - Design and Analysis, NSED

StoneandWebsterEngineeringCorporation_(SWEM
_

C. Bean, Resident Project Manager
W. Bogusz, Electrician
R. Burns, Quality Control
R. Fox, Electrical. Supervisor
K. Martin, Electrician
R. Sampson, Electrician
S. Tilford, Electrician

Soyiand_ Power Co_ operative, Inc.

0 *J. Greenwood, Manager - Power Supply
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:The inspector also contacted and-interviewed other licensee and
contractor personnel during the course of this inspection.

9 Denoted those present at the management meeting on January 16, 1991.-

# Denoted those present during the interim exit meeting on January 18,
1991.

* Denoted those present during the' exit interview on February 1,1991.

2. Action on Previous Inspection Findings (9270,,2)

a. (Closed) Unresolved Item (461/86071-03(DRP)): No required
-sequence for p_rocedural steps were identified in several
maintenance work requests. Because this-item has little or no
safety _ significance and has been open for a prolonged period of
time, this item is being administratively closed per the direction

F of Region Ill-management. Consequently,.the inspectors have no
further concerns or questions regaraing this issue,

b. (Closed) Violation (461/87004-02(DRP)): No required sequence for=
procedural steps identified in several maintenance work requests.
Because-this item _has little or no safety significance and has
been open for a prolonged period of time, this 1. tem is being
administrrtively _ closed per the direction _ of Region.Ill
management. _ Consequently ~, the inspectors have no further concerns
or' questions regarding this. issue,

c. (Closed) Violation _(461/88009-03(DRP)): A penetration seal was
removed which made secondary containment inoperable. The cause of
the event was attributed to the failure of Shift Supervisors to

recognize-that the seal was-to be removed and that it was part of
the secondary containment boundary. The licensee's corr. tive
actions included revising various procedures and drawings, the
Penetration Seal Program was reviewed, and the personnel involved
in the events were counselled. The inspectors have reviewed the
corrective actions for this violation-and no additional response is
required; this! violation is considered closed,

d. (Closed)OpenItem(461/88028-03(DRP)): On November 11,1988, a
fire occurred in Main power Transformer.10. The circuit switcher
disconnect blade outboard knuckles had failed. They were sent to
the equipment manufacturer for evaluation'to determine the root
cause of'the failure and to provide the licensee with recommended
corrective action. The manufactures attributed the failure to
worn out contacts which were worn out by wind-movement. A design-
change will be installed during.the third refueling outage. A-

thermographic inspection program was-implemented to inspect-and
monitor the blade assembly connection temperatures at three month'

intervals. The_ inspectors have reviewed the corrective actions-
for this issue and no additional-response is required; this item
is considered closed.

5
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e. (Closed) Violation (461/89018-Ol(DRP)): Secondary containment
integrity did not exist because internal conduit seals were not
installed in certain conduit penetrations. This condition existed
from initial plant operation until June 24, 1989. The licensee's
corrective actions included installing the missing conduit seals
andbriefingpersonnelthatperformenvironmentalqualification[EQ)
inspections to be aware of any additional secondary conteinment
breaches. The inspectors have reviewed the corrective actions for
this violation and no additional response is required; thic violation

is considered closed.

f. (Closed)Openitem(461/89028-02(DRP)): The licensee failed to

tanks in a preventative maintenance (PM)y's carbon dioxide storage
include the leven gauges for the facilit

program. The licensee
generated PM items PCICOM007 and PCICOM006 to calibrate the gauges
on an 18 mont6 cycle. Based on this information, the inspectors
have no furth .oncerns: this item is considered closed.

9 (Closed) Violation (461/89032-03(DRP)): The licensee failed to
ensure that conditions adverse to quality were promptly identified
and corrected on two occasions. The first involved the failure to
include torquing limits in a procedure after it was determineo that
they were required. The second was the failure to prevent the use of
nitrogen, above the piping design pressure, to clear plugged lines,
after the unsafe practice had been identified. Corrective actions
for these events included: revising the appropriate surveillance
procedures (approximately 43), briefing of appropriate personnel,
revising the preparation and routing of maintenance work requests
(MWR) procedure to restrict the use of pressure when troubleshooting
lines, and reviewing active MWRs. Based on the inspectors' review of
the corrective actions for this violation, no additional response is
required; this violation is considered closed,

h. (Closed) Unresolved Item (461/89034-03(DRP)): The licensee failed
to take adequate corrective actions to resolve recommendations from
quality assurance (QA) audits. The licensee has instituted a
Corrective Action Program to address this issue in a broader sense.i
The recommendations identified by this unresolved item have been
accomplished. The inspectors' have no further concerns; this item is
considered closed,

i. (Closed)OpenItem(461/90021-01(DRP)): Loose parts in the
reactor vessel. On October 29, 1990, the licensee discovered that
several parts were missing from the underwater lights, which had
been installed in the reactor vessel for refueling. The missing
parts included three 1" long bolts, nine 1/2" wide nuts, three
5/8" stainless washers, and two 1/2" nylon washers. The licensee
performed a search of the top of the reactor core and the annulus
space between the core shroud and reactor vessel wall. The
missing parts were not found during these searches; however, two
'dditional objects were found loose inside the annulus space, for
a total of 19 items identified as loose in the reactor vessel.

|
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General Electric (GE) performed a " Lost Parts Analysis" for the
loose pieces to determine if their remaining in the reactor
vessel could cause a problem. The licensee's safety evaluation of

i

this GE analysis (90-0152) was reviewed by the inspectors. Based
on this review and analysis, the inspectors have agreed that the
loose parts do not constitute a problaa with the potential to block
fuei bundle flow, interfere with control rod operations, or cause
corrosion or other chemical reactions; consequently, this issue is
considered closed.

j. (Closed) Unresolved item (461/90025-06(DRP)): Temporary pump lef t
|

installed in the spent fuel pit without performing a safety
evaluation. On October 17, 1990, a temporary pump was placed at
the 755' elevation of the fuel handling building next to the spent
fuel pit (SFP) with its suction hose routed into the SFP. The
hose was secured to a handrail and extended approximately two feet
below the surface of the pool. This pump had bee,. installed to
perform emergency dewatering of the SFP when it was overflowing on
October 17, 1990. On November 29, 1990, the inspectors had
questioned why the pump was still installed to the SFP and if a
safety evaluation had been completed. The licensee determined
that no safety evaluation had been completed.

The site boundary dose calculations for the fuel handling accident
which was described in the Clinton Updated Safety Analysis Report,
were based upon assumptions of the amount of water over the
damaged fuel of at least 23 feet. Had the pump been capable of
lowering SFP water level below 23 feet above the fuel, the of f-
site dose consequences could have changed and this would have
constituted an unreviewed safety question, per 10 CFR 50.59(a)(2).
The licensee determined that the pump, if started and left running
unattended, could only dewater the SFP to the 754' elevation.
This would be 24 feet above the top of the fuel and therefore,
would not constitute an unreviewed safety question. However, 10
CFR 50.59 required that a written safety evaluation be completed
to verify this fact. Since this was not done, the decision to
leave the pump installed to the SFP without performing a written
safety evaluation was a violation of 10 CFR 50.59.

As corrective action the licensee immediately removed the suction
hose from the SFP and placed it in a yellow poly bag. The
licensee initiated condition report 1-90-12-008 and performed a
safety significance evaluation to determine how far the temporary
pump would have been able to dewater the SFP and what alarms and
indications were available to operators, independent of the pump
running, which would have alerted them to the fact that SFP level
was decreasing. The inspectors have reviewed this evaluation and
agree with its conclusions that this event was of minor safety
significance and that the pump could not have lowered the water
level to less than 23 feet above the top of the fuel. Based on the

7
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corrective actions and the safety significance of this event, the
NRC is exercising its discretion under 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C,
Section V.A, and is not issuing a Notice of Violation; this
issue is considered closed (NCV 461/90028-01(DRP)).

No deviations were identified. One violation was identified for which a
notice of violation was not issued.

3. Plant Operations

The unit was shutdown for its second refueling outage for the entire
report period,

. Operational Safety _(7170_7)a.

The inspectors observed control room operation, reviewed
anolicable logs and conducted discussions-with control room
operators during December 1990 and January 1991. During these
discussions and observations, the inspectors ascertained that the
operators were alert, cognizant of plant conditions, and attentive
to changes in those conditions, and that they took prompt action
when appropriate. The inspectors verified the operability of
selected emergency systems, reviewed tagout records, and verified
the proper return to service of affected components. Tours of the
auxiliary, containment, drywell, fuel-handling, rad-waste, and
turbine buildings were conducted to observe plant equipment
conditions, including potential fire hazards, fluid leaks, and
excessive vibrations, and to verify that maintenance requests had
been initiated for equipment in need of maintenance.

The inspectors verified by observation and direct interviews chat
the physical security plan was being -implemented in accordance with
the station security plan.

-The inspectors observed plant housekeeping / cleanliness conditions
and verified implementation of radiation protection controls. The

inspectors also witnessed portions of the radioactive waste system
controls associated with rad-waste shioments and barreling.

The observed facility operations were verified to be in accordance
with the requirements estzblished under Technical Specifications,
10,CFR, and administrative procedures.

b. -Use and Control of Overtime (71707)
_

On November 9, 1990, Region III requested that the inspectors
perform a review of the licensee's use and control of overtime for.
individuals who perform safety-related work,'other than the
reactor operators (they have been looked at before). The inspectors'
reviewed Nuclear Program Administrative Practice No. 2-4, which
provided policy guidance for the entire Clinton site on

8
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~the use of. overtime. The purpose of this policy was to promote
increased productivity and efficiency of human resources.
Additionally,-the -inspectors' reviewed Clinton power--Station
procedure CPS No. 1001.10, revised October 30, 1987, " Control of
Working Hours," which applied to all plant staff and contractors
working for the plant staff. This procedure did not apply to
individuais' working for other departments at Clinton such as
quality: assurance and nuclear station engineering.

The' licensee's overall approach was to make supervisors
responsible for monitoring and approving the overtime of their-

subordinates. Once a month a manhour report was p erated and ,

distributed to all managers to allow them to review the '

performance of their supervtsors in ensuring that overtime
guidelines were met. CPS 1001.01 defined overtime limits for-
plant staff consistent with the guidelines in Generic L.etter 82-
12; and required that prior approval be obtained from the plant.

manager before any-individual devlated from these overtime limits.-

This approval was in writing and included the-reasons why, and for-
;how long, it would apply. This record was then-forwarded to the
Central; File Vault for storage. The inspectors asked the vault
-custodians to retrieve the vaulted records for 1990 in order to
allow review of hes many deviations had been approved. .'No records
were found. 'In fact none were on file for tne last three years
.(since the-procedure was originally issued), The= inspectors checked
with seve al individuals, supervisors, and managers and none could
remember exceeding the overtime limits. The inspectors' concluded
that none had. occurred.: During discussions with the technical staff,
=the inspectors d'd note that for certain.very complex tests, engineers
were allowed to rest-(i'e., sleep) at their desks rather than going.

:home and this time was not counted against the-overtime linits. The.
Linspectors' discussed this issue with the technical staff director
fand were informed that this practice was very limited and required''

Ehe; directors prior approval.t

1.. .

''The -inspectors looked at other organizations besides the-plant
Lstaff'who parform safety-related work to verify. that they had
equivalent-programs.in place. These included the Quality
. Assurance department's: quality verification inspectors who perform
the quality control inspections and the Nuclear Station
Engineering ~ Department's (NSED) nuclear engineers who direct
control; rod' pattern exchanges and other reactivity manipulations.

'

.The inspectors reviewed Quality Assurance Notice.90-1002,~ dated
March 13, 1990, which contained appropriate definitions, reviews,
and approvals to control the use of overtime. However, the .

l
inspectors could find no procedure for the nuclear engineers other
than the generic Nuclear program Administrative Practice No. 2-4.
The nuclear engineers had been located in-the plant staff until
spring of 1990; consequently, CPS 1001.10 had applied to them.
However, when they were transferred to NSED, the overtime
procedure was not also transferred. Following discussions with

-;
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n t.3E0imanagementi the; inspectors were informed-that. procedures'were H

b"F '
~being' prepared to; correct this problem. _ Discussions with the~

-|
e .

inuclear engineer'sLsupervisor indicated that~he had continued to-. ,

" ' fapply _the overtime limits en an informal basis af ter the transfor
:andithat noneLof the: engineers had exceeded the-overtime limits.-t

i,
L The' inspectors were informed that,a procedure would be issued by

9' i February 280.1991 : Based.on this review and; discussions; the .
' '

,

inspectors _have no further concernsion-this issue.and believe that,

&, the licensee's programs are working quite well.

s c.. , Engineered Skfety- Features System Walkdown--(71710)

# lThe i'spectors-. performed a1walkdown of the Diesel Fuel Oil (DO)'

n>

~and Residual. Heat 1 Removal (RHR) C~ systems-to verify their status. - i

The|inspectorsiverified that valves, circuit! breakers,tand ;
*

m
* ' switches were/in'theiricorrect position;ohangers and? supports were

smade up ' properly;; valves were operable 'and did;not ;have excessive 'o
i

P,- < packing, leakage;ncomponents were labelad and lubricated;
iristruments' werelinstalled, functioning and- calibration dates were -

'-current;11ockedivalves-were appropriately secured; and.-local and
-remotelposition;indicatorsagreed- <

1,

'.No1 discrepancies were identified regarding the position ofithe'RHR'
,or:001 components.JThree minor material condition deficiencies
L(valve:packingsand pipe cap? eaks))we~re _noted'duri_ng the -l,

p Linspection and_-were discussed with operations department-
,

Esupervisorssto' initiate-repair activities.:

Ed.j. Refueling--(60710)1 ,

d
1At)S:40 a;m. , on January 9,- 1991,J theilicensee attemptedito lower . 1
LtheLsteam dryerFintotthe; reactor vesself three times unsuccessfully.
On1the third attempt,|thendryerzbegan;to tilt and 'a/ loud. noise was

; | heard. - LPersonnel suspended lowering operations. and.placed the _drysr''

.back in itsystoragellocation.H The111censee: conducted:a. critique;
"

iwhich11dentified severa1(concerns:4: 1)ithe: workers whoL had been . .

$ 1 working 1werefintheeleventhhourofaitwelve-hourshift,2)1hift' - d3
m
D, . turnover was at 6:00ia.m.?and they wanted to_ get the dryer tinstalled- 1,

tbefore;that time,13)|the crew had been intsingle PC's'and: plastics- 1
'

((anti-contamination clothing):for three hours and had been wearing- 4o

srespirators;for at'least.1.51 hours,-4)~the lighting at the north 1

:guideelug was1not very good, 5) the1 auxiliary bridge:had not beenf 1,

, ,
_

P
,

relocated to provide a. good vantage point to' observe.the alignment /uf .;'

the' north; guide' lug', and 6) there were.no match marks on the-polar 1

cranetto identify the girder and trolley' centerline positions.
, =7

.The inspectors etipressed concern to licensee management that the :

performance during this event was inconsistent with the' good j
performance whichshad been' observed earlier. .-Planning and- s

h
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preparation were not as good. People were pushing to get an
evolution done, rather than waiting for a new, fresh, less
frustrated crew to come on and finish the job. And finally,
management oversight of this event was not as good as it had been
during other refueling activities.

The licensee inspected the bottom of the dryv, the guide lugs, and
the reactor vessel flange for evidence of C a ge and none was
found.- Scratches were found on the reactor vessel flange
protective cover. The licensee improved the lighting, visual
sighting paths, and briefed all refueling crews on the issues from
this event. The licensee successfully installed the dryer on
January 11. The inspectors consider this performance to be
anomalous and not indicative of the improvements discussed in
inspection report 461/90018(DRS).

OnsiteEventFol_ low-up_(9370[).e.

The inspectors performed onsite follow-up activities for events
which occurred during January 1991. These follow-ups included
reviews of operatina-logs, procedures, Deviation Reports, Licensee
EventReports(whert available), and interviews with licensee
personnel. For each event, the inspector developed a chronology,
reviewed the functioning of safety systems required by plant
conditions, and reviewed licensee actions to verify consistency
with procedures, license conditions, and the nature of the event.
Additionally, the inspector verified that the licensee's
investigation had identified the root causes of equipment
malfunctions and/or personnel errors and that the licensee had
taken appropriate corrective actions prior to restarting the unit.
Details of the avents and the licensee's corrective actions
developed through inspector follow-up are provided in paragraphs
(1) and (2) below:

(1) Flooding in the fuel Handling _ Build _ing

At 3:25 p.m. , on January 4,1991, the control room received

a report that floading w(as occurring in the basement of theFuel Handling Building FHB). The bonnet of valve IWS0668,
the B drywell chiiler temperature regulating valve, had
blown off while mechanics were attempting to remove it for
maintenance and a 12 foot geyser of water was pouring out.
Yalve IWS066B was a 6" valve and the plant service water (WS)
system pressure at this point was normally 150 psig. The FHB
sump Hi-Hi level alarms annunciated in the control room.

Control room operatcrs entered Off-Hormal Procedure 4304.01,
Flooding, and Emergency Operating Procedure 4406.01,
Secondary Containment / Radioactive Release Control. At 3:30
p.m., operations personnel determined that the water was
coming from the discharge header side of the valve. The 'A'

l
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.US pump was_ shutdown and the Division 111 shutdown service water
(5X) pump started at 3:43 p.m., to ensure safety-related loads
would remain cooled. Shutting down the WS pump reduced the flow
:to the point were maintenance supervisors were able to reinstall
the valve bonnet and tighten it down with four bolts. The
flooding was stopped by 3:57 p.m.

Aparoximately 100,000 gallons of water was spilled into the
FIR basement, flooding it to a depth of approximately
10 inches. No safety-related equipment was affected. One
mechanic was-slightly injured when the bonnet struck his
shoulder as it blew off, nut no serious injuries occurred.
Operations and radiation protection personnel responded to
the scene and established on-scene control. At the time of
this event the reactor was shutdown in operational condition
5 with 23 feet.of water above the reactor flange and with
the reactor core's shutdown cooling being supplied by the
reactor water cleanup system (RT) and the spent fuel pool
cooling system (FC) as a backup. The FC pumps were located
in the basement of the FHB and were within three inches of
being flooded out. In addition to serving as the backup for
the reactor core shutdown cooling, the FC pumps serve as the
primary means of, cooling the spent fuel pool. The licensee
had recently finished refueling the reactor core and the
offloaded fuel assemblies were all located in the spent fuel
pool. However, the licensee had been running the FC system

'in an-intermittent mode due to the fact that source of
cooling water for the FC system (Clinton lake) was colder-
than the minimum-temperature allowed for the spent fuel
pool; consequently, the FC pumps would be secured and the-
temperature allowed to drift upward from 75 F to 105 F, when

_

the.FC pumps would be restarted and the temperature returned
to 75 F. The operators had noted that it took approximately
three days for spent fuel pool temperature to drift upward
from 75'to 105 degrees.-

I

An additional concern during this event was-that the RT

via an intermediate system (component cooling (CC))ystem,
system received its source of cooling from the .WS s

The.

licensee was able to shed loads on the CC system and keep it
running, even though the WS pumps had been secured.
Consequently, the RT cystem remained in operation and
reactor core cooling was not affected. Operations
department management was aware of all of these potential ;

*

problems.and was prepared to implement the licensee's
emergency plan. .The senior resident inspector was onsite
and responded to the event and discussed _ the- status of the
event with operations and plant management. This
information was communicated to regional nnagement. The

,
' inspectors' concluded that operations department actions in

response to this event were very good.

12
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With the-leak isolated the' licensee began dewatering-.
- 0)erations and drained the water to the rad waste system.
Tie water level was lowered until the FHB sump alarms were -

cleared and then the emergency operating procedure ~was
exited at 12:00 p.m., on January. 6,1991.'

The licensee initiated an investigation into this event and ,

held a critique. The investigation determined that the |
operator for isolation valve IWS065B had not been installed r

correctly. This valve was a 1/4 turn butterfly valve and
when the indicator showed that the valve was shut it was
actually open. The licensee believed that this condition
had existed since original construction,- since the IWS066B-
regulating. valve had never worked properly (1WS065B
supposedly open) and attempts 1.o perform maintenance on
1WS066B had not been possible due to apparent excessive seat
leakage.on the IWS065B valve (supposedly chut). In a review of
vendor documents the licensee identified that the valve stem i

and body should be stam)ed with "S" marks; and these "S" marks
would be aligned when tie valve was shut. Inspection of IWS065B-
showed that the marks were not aligned even though the position
indicator showed the valve was shut.

The licensee's review indicated that the valve body had been !
.

replaced during the current outage; however, the significance of ,
'

the "S" markings was not' known by- the mechanics, nor was it.
stated in the work instructions; consequently, the licensee

: concluded that the mechanics replicated the original problem
when they installed the new valve body and reattached the old-
valve operator. The licensee checked other valves-of similar

Ldesign to ansure that they were correctly installed. No other s

discrepancies'were identified.
.

-The amount of the flooding could have been limited if the
1maintenarce personnel had not removed all;the body to bonnet

bolts before breaking the bonnet free;= thereby, removing any 1

means of tightening the valve back together, before the pump
had to be secured to stop the flow.of water. The licensee
. reviewed valve maintenance practices with the appropriate
. personnel and initiated changes to procedures.

~

The inspectors' expressed a concern to licensee management
regarding a statement made at the. critique by.a operations
department supervisor, who stated that the operators were
aware that.this valve was different from otter butterfly
valves at the 31 ant because they had to turn the valve
handwheel to tie left to close the valve and on all other i

4
!butterfly valves they had to turn the handwheel to the

right. The inspectors' concern was.thet this seemed to be
another example of a lack of a questioning attitude. NRC
concerns on this issue are discussed further in paragraph 9.a.

13
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_(2) _ Reactor: Scram _Durino a Surveillance _(LER 461/910_02)

At 10:10 a.m., on January 26, 1991, control and instrument
technicians were performing-Clinton procedure CPS No. 9434.03,
"ATWS Logic System Functional Test," with-transmitter simulators
installed on four instrument channels (two reactor water level

.and two drywell pressure channels). One each of the level and
pressure channels were simulated to be in a tripped condition.
The other two channels were simulated to be in-an untripped
condition. The procedure directed the technicians to reduce the
sig'.;l for an untripped channel until it trips, causing a.

reactor' scram. _ The technicians had stopped the test, to
investigate a problem, when the batteries in the "F" channel
level simulator began to fail. As the voltage dropped, the
, simulated level fell, until the level channel tripped. With two
level channels tripped, the Anticipated Transient Without Scram

.(ATWS) logic was satisfied and a reactor scram occurred. Since
the licensee knew that this procedure caused multiple reactor
scrams,_all control rods had been fully inserted before the test
was-begun; consequently, no control rod motion occurred. 'he
licensee has initiated an investigation into the power surply
for.the transmitters and the use of transmitters powered fror a

,

AC source. The fact that the transmitters had been turnea on
for over 6 hours, due to problems with the test, may haie
contributed to the battery's weakening, The inspectors'

-will review this event further, in a subsequent report,
after the LER is issued.

No violations-or deviations.were identified.

4. Maintenance / Surveillance (61726_& 6270_3_)_

Station maintenance and surveillance activities of the safety-related
-systems and components listed below were observed or reviewed to
ascertain that they were conducted in accordance with approved
procedures, regulatory guides, and industry codes or standards, and in

-conformance with Technical Specifications.

9382.06 125 VDC Battery Service Test n

009893 Installation of Modification IAF010
9413.02 Scram-Accumulator Instrument Channel Calibration

,

e

The following items were considered during this review: the limiting

ms for _ operation were met while affected components or systemsr->

r' ' from and restored-to service; approvals were obtained prior
ag' work or testing; quality control records were maintained;'

materials used were properly certified; radiological and fire
''n controls were accomplis 5ed in accordance with approved

14
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procedures; maintenance and testing were accomplished by qualified
. personnel; test. instrumentation was within its calibration interval; ;

functional.-testing and/or calibrations were performed prior to returning i
components or systems to services; test results conformed with Technical '

Specifications and procedural requirements and were reviewed by +

personnel other than the individual directing the test; any deficiencies
identified during the testing were properly documented, reviewed, and
resolved by appropriate management personnel; work requests were >

reviewed to determine the status of outstanding jobs and to assure that
priority was assigned to safety-related equipment maintenance which may .

affect system performance.
7

a.- Weld Repair and Inspection

During performance of the post-modification pneumatic test on -

instrument air piping installed by modification 'iAF010, a leak was
discovered on a 2" socket weld (1-MS-808-15). The affected
portion of the weld was ground out and a liquid penetrant (PT) '

test was performed satisfactory. The affected area was rewelded.
-

During_the. subsequent test, the repaired weld passed; however, a
'

,different portion of the socket weld failed. Examination
indicated that a pinhole leak was present. This time the entire
weld area was ground out to base metal and the entire weld was
rewelded. A visual examination.(VT) and a PT were performed on
the root pass and a VT was performed on the final weld. The
inspector discussed some concerns with licensee personnel that the
scope of the problem was.not completely identified during the
initial investigation (the entire weld was not examined). Also as

.

*

failures'of socket welds are quite rare, the inspector questioned
if:an adequate root cause analysis had been completed on these two
failures.- In subsequent discussions with licensee personnel it was ,

'

. determined that an' informal meeting had been held at the working _
level'which. involved the welders, their supervisors, quality . '

I; engineering, and quality verification to determine the cause of this.
problem. The conclusion that was arrived at was that the original
welder had not achieved adequate penetration into the base metal when

- making the weld and that the in(tial. investigation should have -
-

Einvolved a.PT examination of the entire weld.

Sut, sequent'to the inspectors' meting with the licensee, the ;
'

licensee presented additional information.regarding the act ,ns it
'

had takeroto determine the root cabe of the problem, the possible
impact on other welds, ard the method used to document the
resolution to these concerns. The inspector was informed that
there were two meetings, the first was an informal meeting;
however, the second was a formal fact find'ng, which was attendad
by the welder, the craft welding supervisor ano welding engineer,
the' licensee engineering departm!nt, quality engineering, and the

,

L authorized nuclear inspector. The licensee investigated the weld
i: failure to determine if the problem was in the base metal, the
L weld wire, the welding technique, or the welder's qualification.

I 15
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:The licensee concluded that'the cause of the failure was human
error in making the welds due to the confined quarters. The ,

licensee concluded.that the same causes affected the pneumat's
testing and resulted in not identifying both leaks the first
time. Additionally, the licensee initiated condition report

,

1-91-01-064 to document this event for historical purposes,
since weld f ailures were very rare. Based on this additional
information the. inspectors have no further concerns and believe

^that the licensee did aa adequate job in investigating this failure,o

but that the initial documentation of these actions could.have
been a~little more thorough.

T b.. Check Valve Maintenance

.The inspectors observed maintenance on the various Anchor Darling+

tilting disk check valves that failed their local leak rate test
(LLRT). The as found condition of the eight valves that were
worked did not all-have the same failure mode. Some of.them had a

^

paste on their; seats, which apoeared to be Never Seez, a lubricant
used in assembly, as well as being cocked to one side. Others had-
excessive. pin wear which caused the disk to be lower in the body.
One of the valves had a factory defect which impaired operation of
.the valve. A11'of the valves were reworked and retested. The
containment outboard feedwater check valves failed their second
LLRT The licensee has requested an exemption to'10 CFR 50,
Appendix J, and a Technical Specification change for operating -

' cycle 3 for these check valves. The licensee tas committed to
resolving the problems on these check valves, uy the third
refueling' outage.

c. Allegation'(RIII-91-A'0003)(Closed)
.

(1) On January 8,1991, Region Ill received an anonymous
allegation about procedural-non-compliance with.the
installation of butt splices and the proper use of-Ra'ychen
materials on a Conax seal assembly. The splices were used- '

on environmentally qualified (EQ) wires associated with *

saf ety-related electrical penetrations -and junction boxes.-
;The-Raychem application was made-during the splicing of an
extension wire to an ASCO solenoid valve /Conax seal
assembly. The. work-was associated with completion of a
maintenance work request (MWR) during Refuel Outage 2
(RF-2).= The allegation concerned Clinton power Station
(CPS)proedure 8492.01, " Cable Termination and Repair,"
Revision 17, and NWR D15153 dated August 28, 1990, for the '

butt splices ind Conax seal assembly.

The concerns insluded:

(a) Personnel were not trained in the proper way to make
butt splices.

,

1
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(b) procedures were not followed for e ,sg butt splices
or durirg th- installetion of f,o,du" on a Conax seal
assembly.

(c) Stor.e and Webster Engineering arporation f VEC)
management's attitude toward craft personneI was, "Just do
it!* Get the work done regardless of procedural
requirements.

(d) uality concerns were not addressed by lilinois power (lp)
the licensee).

(2) NRC Review

The irispectors interviewed 1p and SWEC personnel, reviewed
the cps butt splice procedure, applicable traihing
procedures / attendance records, condition report
(CR) 1-90-IN018, MWR D15153, quality reports and responses.

The results of these in2pections werr:

Concern a: personnel were not trained in the ytyyer_way to
@ ~ butt _sjQices.

The inspectors reviewed CPS Training Guide JT52005-01, " Crimping
Terminal Lugs," dated September 16, 1988, tesk elements 10 - 13
and 17 - 20, and associated training attendance records. The
task elements addressed the installation of insulated butt

which had
splices but not the non-insulated type butt splices,(QC)l,cen made/inspccted by electricians / Quality Control
inspectors and had been identified on CR l-90-12-018. The
inspectors determined that training on insulated butt splices
was given, however, training on the non-insulated type butt*

spiices had not been given. Consequently, the inspectors
determined that this portion n' the allegation was partially
substantiated, in that specific training for non-insulated type
butt splices was not provided to the craft workers.

.

Based on interviews with several SWEC electricians and other
SWEC/lp personnel, the inspectors determined that the
installation of non-insulated butt splices was considered skille

of the craft. This was based on the similarity of the methods
used to install an insulated butt splice, which required additional
checks to verify proper inst 611ation and use of the crimping
tool, whereas, a non-insulated butt splice did not require the
additional checks of the crimp tool. SWEC/lp's position was
that hands on trainir.g for non-insulated butt splices at the
site was not required.

As previously stated, the inspectors determined that this
b portion of the allegation was partially substantiated in that

17
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specific training for non-insulated type butt splices was not
provided to the craf t. However, based on the above, the
inspectors did not identify any instances of deficient
non-insulated type butt splices. Therefore, it was concluded
that specific training was not required for making non-insulated
type butt splices.

Concern b: procedures were not beino followed for makiny
FuYTEc'eTor durTrRi'Bi TrisTDTITo~n of Royacm on a Tonaxf
seal assenibA

The inspectors reviewed cps procedure 849P.01, Revi, ion 17, for
the butt splices and MWR D15153 dated August 28, 1990, for the
Conax seal assably, which resulted in the following observations:

cps 8492_._01
_

Changes were made to CPS procedure 8492.01, on November 30, 1990,
and were approved on December 3,1990, by procedure Deviation
Request (pDR) 90-0721. The changes were approved after the
installation of the non-insulated butt splices, which were
identified in Quality Reports 996 and 997 dated Hovember 30, 1990,
and December 1, 1990. The changes added "non-insulated butt
splices" to appropriate procedure steps, referenced the existing
Appendix N, and updated the non-insulated butt splice lug part
number to reflect the current manufacturet't part number, all of
which the inspectors considered minor. The inspectors concluded
that installations of non-insu~.ated butt splices were made prior
to the PDR approval date; and consequently, the allegation was
partially substantiated.

However, considering the minor nature of the procedure changes
and that no instances of deficient material, workmanship, or
other hardware deficiencies were identified, the inspectors had
no concerns on this issue.

U,R,D_15)53W

The concern included another example of procedure non-compliance,
which was the application of Raychem materials on a Conax seal
assembly. Although specific information about the particular
Conax assembly had not been provided in the concern, the
inspectors were referred to MWR D15153. A SWEC electrician, who
was not trained on Conax ml assembly work, asked a SWEC
electrician who was trained, out the use of Raychem materials
for this particular applicati u . The trained electrician
stated, "...that's the way we do it,", but did not identify the
authorizing d0cument that permitted the application of Raychem
materials in the manner used for this particular application.
Additional concerns raised by other personnel involved with this
MWR resulted in quality control identifying this work on a

18
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Deficiency "0" listing. The inspectors reviewe6 MWR D15153 and ;

determined that field Change Request (FCR) 47076 concerning a
Conax seal assemblies, dated February 14, 1986, approved the ;
method utilized in MWR D15153. Therefore, the inspectors ,

conclu('ed that this portion of the allegation was not ,

substantiated, t

,

Concern 3: SWEC management's attitude toward craft fersonnel ,

has_ . "JusT do it!" GeU.e_ worTdone_ regardless of_ pr'ocedur aj |
gqu1_rements !

.:
The inspectors interviewed SWEC electricians and SWEC supervisors |
and determined that interpersonal communication stills by some !

SWEC supervisors-appeared to have caused a misrepresentation |
with some craft personnel of management'5' position and desire to !

complete assigned work in a timely manner. The lack of specific ,

work instructions identified in cps procedure 8492.01,(see !
concern a) appeared to have led some craftsmen to interpret ;

SWEC management's attitude as, "Just do itl".-without regard to (

procedure compliance. SWEC management's desire to affect timely ;

completion of the assigned work and the poor communication v

between some SWEC supervisors and craftsmen appeared to have .

- produced the work environment described by the individual (s). |
'As described in Concern 2, the inspectors observed that
procedural changes were made after the PDR was approved.
However, there was a conscientious effort by management to .

'
resolve the editorial deficiencies. Based on when the procedure

'

was changed and result of the interviews performed, the inspectors
concluded that this portion of the concern could not be
substantiated.-. Further, the inspectors did not identify any
instances of deficient material, workmanship, or other hardware

,

concerns.

Con _cern 4j _Qu_a_lity goncerns_were _ot being address 1 _by_Ip. .
n d

|
The inspectors reviewed Ip's cps Quainty Report program
process to determine if quality concerns were logged, tracked,
investigated, addressed, and posted as required.- The inspectors
interviewed appropriate IP personnel and reviewed several-

quality report fiks. Quality Reports 996 and 997, dated
December 5,1990, identif-icd the same butt splice issue as
documented in the anonymous allegation received by Region _Ill. ;

The IP quality- report documentation was- sufficient to determine
that quality concerns- had-been adequately reviewed by IP and
showed that the Quality Re) ort program process was adequate.
The inspectors concluded tlat this portion of the allegation was
not substantiated.

.
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d. Review of the Installction of Ravchem sleeves on EQ sl ces (62703}li

This item concerned the installation of WCSF-N Raychem sleevas and
shims on EQ splices installed in the containment penetratict..
Clinton power Station (cps) procedure 8492.01, " Cable Term)..ation
and Repair,'' Revision 16, requires WCSF-N Raychem sleeves and shims
used in EQ applications to be installed in accordance with Raychem
accident use range requirements. Raychem instructions specify an
accident and non-accident use range criteria for sizing the sleeve
and shim material. 1he accident use range applies to hich temperature
accidentconditions,suchasaLossofCoolantAccident(LOCA)anda
High Energy Line Break (l!ELB) and a 90 degrees Celsius (C) operating
temperatu"e. The non-accident use range applies to an operating
temperature of 90* C outside of n LOCA or HELD environment.

A licensee inspectior of peretration IEE20E identified missing
Raychem shims and the wrong size Raychem sleeve installed over
certain EQ splices. Based upon these findings, the licentee
reviewed all Maintenance Work Requests (MWRs) for EQ splices
installed in penetrations during a planned outage in ti.e spricq of
1990 (p0-3) anc the current refueling cutage (RF-2). 1his rev ew
identified suspect splices in penetrations IEE20E and IEE22E. As
a result of the MWR review, the licensee developed an inspection
plan to verify the ac:eptability of all EQ related Raychem sleeves
and shims installed in the containment penetrations during p0-3
and RF-2. In addition, the licensee developed an EQ analysis to
resolve Condition Report (CR) 1-90-12-027, which stated that the
penetrations were installed la environmental zone 11-26. The
environmental conditions for zone H-26 were definec as 86.3" C
maxinum for LOCA/ HELD conditions and 1001 relative humidity. The
analysis concluded that splices in zone H-26 which met the non-
accident use range criteria were acceptable, because the maximum
envirorimental temperature of 86.3* C was below the 90" C rating of
the WCSF-N Raychem material.

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's methodology used to verify
the acceptability of the Raychem splices, observed the
implementation of this process in the plant, reviewed the
inspection results obtained thus far, and reviewed the EQ
Engineering Evaluation conteined in CR l-90-12-027.

The inspectors concluded that the inspection process identified in
Inspection plan CR l-90-12-027 was adequate. This process was
also reviewed and accepted by Raychem as a valid nethod to
determine if the correct sleeves and shims were in>talled.
However, the inspectors noted that only accessible splices were
inspected and that the plan failed to adequately address measures
which would be taken to issure the acceptability of splices which
would not be inspected. Also, the plan failed to address the
basis for only inspecting Raychem splices installed during p0-3

20
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and RF-2. In addition, the inspectors informed the licensee that
this inspection activity may have invalidated the operability
assessment concerning the ovtrsized amp splice 34318. These
splices were used in applications for which they were too large.
The licensee had previously stated that since these splices were
installed in penetrations and would not be disturbed, they
were operable. The licensee committed to determine the impact of
disturbing these splices on their ability to perform the required
function.

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's CQ analysis concerning the
non-accident use range and concluded that it was acceptable.
However, the inspectors noted that the analysis was valid only for
zone H-26 and for those splices that had been inspected.

The results of the licensee's inspections identified thirty
splices that did not meet the accident use rangc criteria. The
licensee stated that these splices did meet the non-accident use
range criteria and were acceptable as installed; however, the
splices were replaced. The thirty deficient splites were
installed by three different craftsmen and inspected by two licantee
quality control inspectors. The NRC inspectors were concerned that
certain splices made by the craf tsmen and inspected by the li.ensee
inspectors were not accessible for inspection. The licenne
committed to identify the number and type of splices perfc.;;J by
th?se irdividuals which will not be inspected. Also, an
inspection of EQ Raychem splices located in function boxes was
ongoing at the end of.this report period. pending completion of
the licensee's inspection, review, and resolution of concerns for
these EQ splices located in the penetrations, the besis for only
inspecting Raychem splices made during p0-3 and RF-2, the
inspection results concerning Raychem splices located in junction
boxes, and the acceptability of the oversized amp 34318 splice
barrel, these issues will be tracked as an Unresolved item
(50-461/90028-02(DRS)).

No violations or deviations were identified. One unresolved item
was identified.

5. Se cu ri_ty,

On December 31, 1990, a contract employee unintentionally attempted to
bring a loaded weapen into the Drotected area at the Operations cate
House. The weapon was identified by security personnel during the
ingress screening process. The weapon was secured and the individual's
security access was suspended. The weapon was subsequently turned over
to the local law enforcement agtney. The licensee performed an
investigation and determined that this was not a deliberate attempt to
bring a loaded weapon into the protected area. The individual's
security access was restored. The inspectors have reviewed this event
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and concluded that the security system functioned as designed and that
the guard force properly identified and controlled the situation and the
weapon.

fio violations or deviations were identifico.

6. EngineeringandTechnicalSupp,og

a. Check Valve Moni_torino program (73_756)

The inspectors reviewed the licensees check e41ve program and
observed maintenance on various check va;&, The results of the
maintenance observations were discussed in paragraph 4.b. The
licensee has developed a program to deal with liRC and industry
concerns on the operability of check valves. The licensee has
designated one individual in the nuclear station engineering
department (f4 SED) as the central focus point for c11 check valve
issues. This individual received all reports of check valve
performance from sources other than the check valve monitoring
program (e.g., local leak rate testing (LLRT), inservice testing,
or other olerational information). This information was factored
into the cieck valve me itoring program and was utilized in
determining if any additional valves need to be inspected or in
determining performance trends on particular check valves. The
licensee was participating in an industry group to further enhance
the program cnd has suggested forming a subcommittee to
specifically address LLRT issues.

The licensee perfe.med a design review on systems ident:fied
through industry exp9rience as potentially having problems. Fifty

safety-related ard 50 non-safety-rclated large bore (greater than
21/2 inch diarneter) check valves were reviewed. Forty-four
valves were seierted to be monitored. Six valves out of the 44
were opened and inspected during RF-2. The licensee has scheduled
inspections on additional valves during the next refueling outage.
The licensee has investigated using non-intrusive methods for
monitoring check valve performance, which would lessen the
opportunity for check valve failure due to opening valves for
inspection, which was an industry concern. The licensee continued
to collect data from various sources to improve their program.

The licensee also had a vendor per'orm a design review on 106
check valves with a diameter less t.aa 21/2 inches. This work
was contracted out due to the work ltid involved. The vendor
identified that the- diesel air start system check valves needed to
be added to the licensee's inspection program. The inspectors did
not identify any concerns.
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b. I n s_t a l l a t _i o_n a n d_T_e s _t ig o f _ Mo d_i _f i c,ali_o n s ( 3],8,28}

A review of the installation and testing of modifications, which had
been started earlier in the refueling outage and was discussed in
Inspection Report 461/90025, was continued. The inspectors reviewed
severalofthemaintenanceworkrequests(MWRs),includingD15219
D15220, D15221, D15230, and 015231, associated with the modifications
to containment penetrations.

The inspectors observed fit up, welding, quality control inspections,
and post-welding non-destructive examinations (radiography (RT))
for these MWRs. The inspectors also reviewed the completed
radiographs on the field weld for the "A" RHR test return line,
reviewed the post-modification testing for penetration MC172, and
observed the testing for modification IAF010. Based on these reviews
the inspectors did not identify any concerns.

c._ Feedwater pif,l_ng Hanger problems
_

On January 5,1991, a Nuclear Station Engineering Department (HSED)

engineer performing (a field walkdown identified a concern with twofeedwater supports 1FWO2014G and 1FWO2015G). These two supports
were box type supports and were designed to be in contact with the |

bottom of the "A" feedwater line, in the cold condition. The piping
was observed to be 1/16 inch above the supports. The system's design
required that the dead weight of the piping be carried via these
supports. Since this was not the actual condition, the licensee
initiated an investigation to determine the cause of the problem and
to determine where the load was actually being supported and if this
affected any of the pipe stress calculations. NSED developed an action
plan to inspect all of the snubbers and hangers in this subsystem to
ensure that they were not damaged. All of the snubbers were either
functionally tested or manually stroked and were found acceptable,
with one exception. That snubber displayed a higher drag force than

'the acceptance criteria (1000 lbs. versus 750 lbs.); however, this
condition was considered not to be a contributing-factor in the-

. support problem. The piping is anchored at one end by the reactor
- vessel nozzle and at the other by the guard pipe containment

9 penetration. The reactor vessel nozzle safe ends were examined as
part of the inservice inspection program and no problems were found.

-Spring cans were inspected and verified to_be within their cold set
limits. A pipe stress analysis a performed based on the operating
experience to date (i.e., no earthquake loading was included) and it

-was determined that the stresses were within code allowable limits.

The licensee was unable to establish a definitive root cause but
suspected that the piping was not adequately supported during a
modification made during original construction. This resulted in
the support being lower than it was supposed to be when the
modification was finished. The licensee has installed shims to

'
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place the support guide in contact with the piping and will |
inspect these guides in the third refueling outage (RT-3). The
licensee also inspected the "B" feedwater piping to see if a
similar problem existed and none was found. The inspectors have ;

no further concerns regarding this issue. '

d. RHR_ Piping Hanger _ pr_oblems

On January 8,1991, as the result of visual inspections performed :

during Rf 2, maintenance activities were being performed on the
residual heat removal (RHR) system hanger 1RH090275. During
performance of this maintenance, problems were identified with four ;

!other sup> orts in the RH-09 subsystem (analytical model designation
for the slutdown cooling suction piping on the RHR system). This ;

deficiency was documented on condition report 1-91-01-029 and NSE0
'

initiated an investigation. The licensee initially determined that
eight supports on the "D" side of the RHR suction piping needed to be
reworked and that six supports on the "A" side did also. On January
17, 1991, during work on the "A" side, the embedment plate for
support 1RH09015R was observed to be pulled away from the wall >

approximatery 1/2 inch and was damaged. Additionally, evidence of
s)illing of tN concrete around the embedment plate was present.
111s problem was tracked by condition report 1-91-01-069, t

_

As the investigation continued, the licensee discovered that the
embedment plate for hanger 1RH09002X was distorted. Based on this
additional information, the licensee broadened the investigation ,

into a complete analysis of the RHR suction piping. As part of
this analysis the licensee initlated the following activities: '

1) full engineering walkdown of all of the suction piping, 2) .",

reworking all identified discrepancies, 3) installation of

-snu)bers,4)pportstoallowthemanualstrokingof.selectedadjustment of struts and spring cans to balance thetem)orary su ;

support loade per design. documents, 5) redesign of the IRH09015R
support and repair of the embedment plate and concrete, 6) review
of operating history and vibration analysis to identify possible
transients that could have caused this problem, 7)'a review of . i

maintenance activities-such as system draining and installation of
temporary shielding for possibic affects, and 8) a review of
piping layout and valve sequencing and stroke times to determine
if any hydraulic transients were possible.

The licensee's investigation was not cornpleted at the end of the
report period and will be reviewed in a subsequent report, The
inspectors' initial assessment of these two events was that NSED
was ioing a good job in responding to unexpected events and that
managsment| control and oversight of the problems and communication
of the oroblems and corrective actions to senior licensee
management'have improved.

No violations or deviations were identified.
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7 , Safety Assessment /Ouality_Verif ication

Li_cens_eeEventReport(LER) follow-up_(90712&9270,0)a.

Through dircct observation discussions with licensee personnel, and
reviewofrecords,thefollowingLERswerereviewedtodeterminethat
the ieportability requirements were fulfilled, immediate corrective
action was accor'plished, and corrective action to prevent recurrence
had been accoraplished in accordance with Technical Specifications:

LER No. Title

461/80017 0xidation Luildup on the Contacts of
a Startup Level Controller Relay Causes loss of
Control Sicnol and Results in Reactor Scram
During Reactor feedwater Pump Shif t.

461/88020 Process Radiation lionitor incorrectly
Incorrectly Declared Operable Due to Vague
Communications Results in Unmonitored Effluent
Release.

461/89036 f ailure to perform Work at Eye Level
Results in Connection of Test
Equipment to incorrect Terminals and
Automatic Isolation of Reactor Core
Isolation Cooling System,

b. Quality Assurance Program implementation _(3,5502)

The inspectors reviewed licensee responses to HRC questions, LERs,
condition reports, surveillances, and audits issued this year to
evaluate the effectiveness of the licensee's quality assurance (QA)
program. In response to previously identified problems, the licensee
began a major program initiative in 1990 to improve corrective
actions. The corrective action program (CAP) began by reviewing all
quality and quality significant condition reports and other requests
for corrective action for 1989. Simultaneously, efforts were initiated
to improve the quality of corrective actions and their efficiency.
As this process was on going, the licensee decided to extend the
condition report reviews to include the first two months of 1990.
Overall, the review process looke.d at 1141 corrective action
documents. Approximately 178 were deemed inadequate. One-third of
these, due to the corrective actions being initially inadequate. The
other two-thirds included corrective actions which were adequate, but
which had not been carried through with or followed-up; and when
looked at several months after the initial event, were found to be
ineffective.
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After this research was completed, the licensee implemented a
multi-phase program to imprave corrective actions. Phase one
included establishment of t project manager to coordinate
implementation and establishnent of a corrective action review board
(CARD). The CARB is composed of management representatives from key
departments and meets every working day to review the previous day's
condition reports, including: a review of the adequacy of problem
definition, innediate corrective actions, and assignment of long
term resolutions and completion dates, phase two involved revising
the condition report process, from the layout of the form to ownership
of corrective actions and responsibility for verification of these
corrective actions. Also, improvements in root cause analysis
methods and assignment of dedicated individuals to perform root cause
analysis were also planned. Phase two was scheduled to be completed
in 1991. Phase three involved chayes to the corrective action
tracking system and also a review of the centralized coramitment
tracking system and what subjects are maintained on it.
Implementation of phase three was scheduled to be completed in 1992.

The inspectors have reviewed this plan and have observed that it
has been effective in improving the corrective action process and
in reducing repeated errors. The licensee has implemented systems
to monitor performance in this area and has observed ir'provements
in the reject rate for condition reports. However, the licensee
still has a long way to 90 to reach its goal of an excellent
system.

The quality of the LERs issued by the licensee has shown an improving
trend. The quality of the safety analysis has improved and the
corrective actions have been more effective in preventing recurrence,
in large part due to the program described above. Analysis of the
LERs issued during the current SALP-(systematic assessment of
licensee performance) period by the inspectors has irdicated some
trends: the relative percentage of personnel error and procedural
error LERs has decreased, while the relative percentages of LERs due
to design problems (including original construction problems) and
equipment failures has increased. The inspectors do note that the
reduction in the total number of LERs in the SALP period can affect
the relative percentages in this type of analysis. The number of
safety system actuations, safety system failures, reactor trips, and
engineered safety feature actuations have all decreased. An analysis
of LERs by functional area has indicated that the relative percentage
of LERs attributable to operations activities has declined while the
relative percentage of LERs attributable to maintenance and surveillance
activities has increased. Additionally, the licensee's trending
system has recorded a steady decrease, over 1990, in the number of
personnel errors and procedural errors attributable to the maintenance
department.
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The licensee has provided copies of all QA audits, surveillances,
and operational monitoring reports to the inspectors as they were
issued. The inspectors have noted an improving trend in the caliber
of the audits and surveillances. For audits that find issues, the
issues were more substantive. One significant audit finding indicated
the need to. improve the oversight of engineering contractor activities.
The licensee has initiated efforts to improve performance in this
area. Tracting and resolution of QA findings and comments has ,

improved. Quality Assurance management has initiated efforts to use
'individuals from other departments in performing these audits and

surveillances and in rotating people into and out of the QA
organization, to improve their understanding of the concept and

,

practice of quality assurance. Face-to-face meetings and discussions ,

were held with other organizations at Clinton station to work toward
building quality into the product or service from the ground up,
rather than trying to impose it from the top down. Additional -

efforts have been made in the analyzing and trending of performance
and_of monitoring progress toward goals. ;

_ _ _

Overall, the inspectors view that the quality assurance program
has produced positive results in improving the performance of
Clinton Station and that continued efforts remain necessary to
improve performance further.

No violations or deviations were identified.

8. l_tems for_ Which A " Notice _ Of_ _Vi_olation_",Wi_1__1 Not_Be issued
_

i

The NRC uses the Notice of Violation as a standard method for
formalizing the existence of a violation of a legally binding
requirement. However, because the NRC wants to encourage and support
licensee initiative in the self-identification and correction of-

-

problems, the NRC will not generally issue a Notice of Violation for an
issue that meets the tests of 10 CFR 2, Appendix C, Section V.G.I. ,

;These tests are: 1) the issue was identified by the licensee; ?) the
issue would be categorized as Severity Level IV or V violation; 3) the
issue was reported to the NRC, if required; 4) the issue will be
corrected, including measures to prevent recurrence, within a reasonable
time period; and 5) it was not a-issue that could reasonably be expected
to have been prevented by the-licensee's corrective action for a
previous violation. An issue _ involving the failure to meet regulatory
requirements, identified during the inspection.-for which a Notice of
Violation will not be issued is discussed in paragraph 2.j.

9. Unreso_1ved_ I t_em_s

Unresolved' items are matters about which more information is required in
. order to ascertain whether they:are acceptable items, violations, or-

deviations. An unresolved item disclosed during the inspection is
discussed in paragraph 4.d.
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10. [tegi qsA
a. Manacenent Meetinos

On January 16, 1991, Dr. C. J. Paperiello, Deputy Regional
Administrator, Region Ill and inembers of his staff met with
Mr. J. S. perry, and members of his staf f indicated in paragraph 1,
met to discuss the current performance of Clinton during the
refueling outage and the results of 1990 initiatives, in these
discussion, one of the concerns stated by NRC management related
to instances of a lack of a questioning attitude; and that while
resolution and correction of problems, once they had been
identifiec, had innproved, instances were noted during the last
year were identification of problems was not timely; and
consequently corrective actions were not implemented on a timely
basis,

b. Exit Intervig
_

The inspectors met with the licensee representatives denoted
in paragraph I at the conclusion of the inspection on
February 1, 1991. The inspectors sungnarized the purpose and
scope of the inspection and the findings. The inspectors
also discussed the likely informational content of the
inspection report, with regard to documents or processes
reviewed by the inspectors during the inspection. The
lice..:oe did not identify any such docur'ents or processes as
proprietary.
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